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Bui1ditgt4( least half of th 
jury mothers milled about 
told aerate lawyers what. 
thought of the long, drawn-
out conspiracy case against 13 
Black Panthers. 
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thing," Fred Hills, a .juntr. 
told Gerald P. Leto:inn,: oft 
of the defense lawyers; "was 
to no into that jury rbom, not  
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E. Crain, two other ddease 
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repeated courtroom stPtts. be-
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to see how everyone felt, and 

one of the others satd, 
'hers take -a '• quick heft and 
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knowing how most Of the others Mr. fax 
felt, and discovered that we all ballot had been 
agreed on an acquittal." 	hislia$ 

Mrs. Afeni Shakur, one of•  
the first defendants into the berski, 
lobby, spotted 	HIM; gave 
him a tearful smile, and shook 
his hand wordlessly. 

"We're really glad you're 
out here," Mr. Hills, a book 
editor at McGraw-Hill, told 
Mrs. Shakur, who is eight 

tten 
each 

They just didn't have enough diet on the two defendan 
hard stuff," he said of the fled to Algeria—Richard Moore 

months pregnant. 	 prosecution's case. 	 and Michael Tabor—but finally 
Then Mrs. Shakur spotted Sanford M. Katz and William settled for acquittal. 

,n Cita- mg. 
graduate Others felt that the 

student in politica science at testimony was "plausible, 
Columbia UniVersity, said he that substantial " 
mfght write a dissertation doubt" remained. 
based his experience on the Two of the jurors apt? 
JOrY". 	 had wanted to bring In no 


